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A model named KaM CRK is proposed, which can supply the clustered and ranked knowledge to the users on different contexts.
By comparing the attributes of contexts and JANs, our findings indicate that our model can accumulate the JANs, whose attributes
are similar with the user’s contexts, together. By applying the KaM CLU algorithm and Centre rank strategy into the KaM CRK
model, the model boosts a significant promotion on the accuracy of provision of user’s knowledge. By analyzing the users’ behaviors,
the dynamic coefficient BehaviorF is first presented in KaM CLU. Compared to traditional approaches of K means and DBSCAN,
the KaM CLU algorithm does not need to initialize the number of clusters. Additionally, its synthetic results are more accurate,
reasonable, and fit than other approaches for users. It is known from our evaluation through real data that our strategy performs
better on time efficiency and user’s satisfaction, which will save by 30% and promote by 5%, respectively.

1. Introduction
With the swift development of computer technology, especially the development of computer networking, the internet has indeed changed the habit of people searching for
knowledge. People commonly use Google and Facebook as
their search engines to find out the knowledge they need.
The search engines often supply the service or knowledge by
users’ searching keywords. As a matter of fact, people more
wish to know more related information about the keywords
based on users’ context. So we built a researching knowledge
system whose name is Knowledge advantage Machine (KaM).
KaM focuses on binding ontology pattern from user activities
and discovering knowledge based on users’ context. Since we
all know that there are tons of algorithms and resolutions
on discovering knowledge in our modern world, so in this
system the key and most crucial problem is how to present the
proper clustered and ranked knowledge to the users based on
users’ contexts that can save users’ searching time and make
the knowledge acquisition easier.

Predecessors in this research area have already constructed some models, algorithms, and methods, which
have been implemented in high-speed internet, knowledge
research, and information searching engines. While among
these algorithms and models, the most well-known and
classic ones are PageRank, HITS, K means, and DBSCAN.
PageRank is a link analysis algorithm that is named after
Larry Page [1] and used by the Google search engine. The
search engine’s main principle locates and assigns a numerical
weighting to each element of a hyperlinked set of documents,
such as the WorldWideWeb, with the purpose of “measuring”
its relative importance within the set (Figure 1).
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) also known as
hubs and authorities developed by Jon Kleinberg is a link
analysis algorithm that rates web pages [2]. It was a precursor
to PageRank. The idea behind hubs and authorities stemmed
from a particular insight into the creation of web pages
when the Internet was originally forming; that is, certain
web pages, known as hubs, served as large directories that
were not actually authoritative in the information that it held,
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attitudes, and context attitudes. The following is the main
contributions of our work.
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Figure 1: PageRank.

but were used as, compilations of a broad catalog of information that led users directly to other authoritative pages. In
other words, an efficient hub represented a page that pointed
to many other pages, and an efficient authority represented a
page that was linked by many different hubs.
K means algorithm needs to input quantity of clusters
𝑘. Then 𝑛 data objects are divided into 𝑘 clusters. The
similarities of objects are bigger if they were in the same
cluster, otherwise, that would be smaller. The more different
the clusters were, the less similar they would be. Cluster
similarity is related to the mean of clusters gaining the center
of gravity to carry out the calculation [3–5].
Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN) is an algorithm based on the density of
clustering. It is different from the division and hierarchical
clustering method. It will define the cluster as the point of the
biggest density connected set. Clusters are divided into areas
according to the threshold of their density. In the spatial data,
where clustering the noise arbitrary shape can be found [3–
11].
By using the number of web page links, those former
algorithms have already resolved the ranking and clustering problems, after which the results will return back by
search engine mechanically, that certainly ignores our human
beings’ real needs at some point. In other words, what
the knowledge really focuses on is users, and users are
host of the knowledge, who will be the terminal nodes of
knowledge usage. All the knowledge and information would
be meaningless if there were not users involved. Without
users’ behaviors and contexts we consider that the results after
ranking and clustering cannot fulfill the users’ requirements.
So we put forward a framework called KaM CRK shortly,
which concentrates on users’ behaviors and contexts. In
KaM we propose a definition of “JAN,” which is an abstract
object for all the general knowledge resources. It provides
an abstract definition about the knowledge to achieve the
uniqueness for different users using the same resources. So
we formed a second definition which describes the attributes
of JANs.
By comparing the users’ contexts and JANs attributes, we
can accumulate JANs which have similar attributes as the
user’s context attributes. The definition of “JAN” is given in
Section 2. We also introduced the users’ behaviors coefficient
BehaviorF into KaM CRK, by adopting which the JANs
are ranked and clustered following users’ behaviors, JANs

(a) We build concepts of context attributes and JANs
attributes, whose center ideas are that different contexts come up with different attributes and one JAN
also has multiple attributes.
(b) We present an algorithm named KAM CLU which
is the root from universal gravitation. We assign the
different definitions of the coefficients in KAM CLU.
The coefficients will be calculated by the users’ behaviors and context.
(c) We formally bring up a Centre rank strategy which
is for ranking clusters reasonably. This strategy mixes
the users’ behaviors and JANs Distance method. It
leads the satisfactions of users on JANs’ ranking with
an increase of 5%.
(d) At last we also perform an experiment using synthetic data and real data from Gavin and Nad. The
results demonstrate that KAM F and Centre rank
can cluster and rank the knowledge dynamically and
accurately. The users’ satisfactions are better than the
traditional methods such as K means and DBSCAN.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
on related work and the former research of our team. In
Section 3, we prepare a set for Section 4 and next sections.
We introduce a cluster method named KaM CLU and how
to get the coefficients of KAM F in Section 4. In Section 5 a
Centre rank strategy is presented. We make an analysis on
our experimental results in the last two sections.

2. Related Work
Since our team does research on network data mining, we
have accumulated some knowledge about the related fields
such as the most famous algorithms of PageRank [1] and
HITS [2]. Besides, we discovered some improved algorithms
which were RankCompete [12] and RankClus [13]. In the
following, not only the differences between KAM CRK and
former algorithms are discussed, but also those and models
of our previous research are presented.
As that is known, PageRank is used on Google which
does ranking and clustering through Hyperlinks in web
page. The scores of web page on the network are calculated
by importance of Hyperlink on other websites. If the web
page has a Hyperlink from another web page, it will get
one score. If there is no Hyperlink on this web page, the
score of this web page is empty. The way to score one web
page on the internet relies on the importance of in and out
Hyperlinks within it. The rule is that only the web page
will get score when there is one Hyperlink connected to it.
Analogously, the more Hyperlinks do the web pages have,
the more scores it will get. Instead, the web page will be
scored zero if there is no Hyperlinks related to itself. To
cluster and rank the knowledge are based on the Hyperlinks
from other knowledge than itself. And the HITS is another
improved algorithm of PageRank which uses Hub Scores
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Figure 2: HITS.

and Authority Scores to rank and cluster knowledge
(Figure 2). Hub Scores of knowledge are the total Authority
Scores which link the same knowledge. Authority Scores
of knowledge are total Hub Scores which link in the same
knowledge. RankClus is an algorithm which is proposed
by Suny et al. They use a mixture model to decompose
each knowledge into a K-dimensional vector, where each
dimension is a component coefficient with respect to a cluster,
which is measured by rank distribution. Objects then are
reassigned to the nearest cluster under the new measure space
to improve clustering. Although RankClus has resolved the
problems of ranking and clustering in the meantime, with no
regard to the relationship between the knowledge and users’
context, which is useless and meaningless; Jeh and Widom
proposed a RankCompete algorithm at the University of
Illinois [14]. The unique advantage of this algorithm allows
multiple random walkers one time in the same network
existing work mostly focus on random walks of a single
category. By introducing the concept “competition” into
the random walk framework, their method can fulfill both
clustering and ranking knowledge simultaneously in order
further to provide an effective analysis tool for networks. It
cannot be denied that RankCompete is a very good approach.
But it neglects the users’ experiences. Every person has
his own attitudes of behaviors; we should offer the proper
knowledge based on our own behaviors not just using the
knowledge’s competition to make a users’ decision.
In 2011, our team published 2 papers which are indexed
by SCI about clustering, ranking, and grouping whose titles
are “A universal gravitation based clustering algorithm for
distributed file system” [15] and “group competitive model of
optimal node selection based on service evaluation” [16]. The
first paper describes a universal gravitation based clustering
algorithm. This algorithm adopts the law of universal gravitation, which gives strategies for node movement. Meanwhile,
to overcome premature or local-best solution, the theory
of overcoming prematurity is referred, and then node can
depart for a more suitable cluster. Theoretical proof shows the
algorithm is of convergence and has the top limit in the time
complexity. The second paper presents a grouping model in
which there is a ranking algorithm. This paper’s main idea

is that from the evaluations of all the nodes we can find the
best node for the user.
The above papers can resolve the related problems of
ranking and clustering. However the concentrations of the
algorithms depend all on the evaluations of knowledge
themselves instead of taking users into account. Users will use
the ranked knowledge in the end, so in this paper we present
an idea whose central method is all around users’ behaviors
and contexts.

3. Problem Formulation
In the real word, users have different needs for different
contexts: for example, in a (computer themed) conference
where an author needs the computer science knowledge such
as computer papers or books to present and communicate
with other scholars. So under such a context this author
has a computer attribute. In this paper we compare different
attributes of different contexts with the attributes of knowledge about different users to cluster and rank knowledge.
Definition 1 (attributes on different contexts). Given a type
of object set 𝑋, where 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . 𝑥𝑚 }, set 𝑋 is called
an attribute set, if a user is in a context, who must have an
attribute in set 𝑋. 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . 𝑥𝑚 are the attributes of a user in
different contexts.
Figure 3 is an example of attributes, in which there are
three attributes which are meeting attribute, work attribute,
and shopping attribute on three contexts. So we can simply
conclude that three attributes exist in this user’s attribute set.
Definition 2 (attributes of different JANs). Given a type of
JAN𝑌 set 𝑌, where 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , . . . 𝑦𝑛 }, set 𝑌 is called a JAN’s
attribute set, if a JAN has different attributes, which must be
in set 𝑌.
Figure 4 is an example of JAN attributes. It shows that a
paper has 4 different attributes which are computer, math,
medical science, and bioinformatics.
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(1) Input: user’s context attribute A ∈ user’s context attribute set 𝑋𝐴 and JANs’ attribute sets
𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , . . . , 𝑌𝑘 and𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑌1 ∪ 𝑌2 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑌𝑘 . The number of elements in 𝑌1 ∪ 𝑌2 ∪ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑌𝑘 is 𝑚.
(2) Initialize: Select attribute 𝐴 to compare with elements of 𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , . . . , 𝑌𝑘 sets.
(3) If 𝐴∼𝑦𝑖 , put 𝑦𝑖 ↔ JAN in Prepare Set 𝐴 and 𝑖 + +.
(4) If 𝑖 ≠ 𝑚 continue and Update Set 𝐴.
(5) return (3)
(6) if 𝑖 = 𝑚
(7) end if.
(8) Output: Prepare Set 𝐴.
Algorithm 1: Prepare Set.

(1) Input: Prepare Set 𝐴, JAN𝑥weight , JAN𝑦weight , JANsDistance .
(2) Initialize: Select elements from Set 𝐴 to compare with each other.
(3) KAM 𝐹 = Behavior𝐹 (JAN𝑥weight × JAN𝑦weight /JANs2Distance ) find the gravitational JANs and cluster
together {Cluster1 , Cluster2 , . . . , Cluster𝑘 }.
(4) Output: {Cluster1 , Cluster2 , . . . , Cluster𝑘 }.
Algorithm 2: Cluster.

Meeting attribute

Meeting context

Work attribute
On the way to work

which are context1, context2, and context3, respectively.
JAN𝑥, JAN𝑦, and JAN𝑧 separately have attribute1, attribute2,
attribute3, attribute4, attribute5, attribute6, attribute7,
attribute8, and attribute9. Meanwhile context1, context2,
and context3 have the similar attributes with attribute1 to
attribute9, respectively. So we put the corresponding JANs
together as new sets which are called Prepare Sets. Every
Prepare Set is deemed to a new JAN or a new node. This
algorithm is a preparation for the next stage of clustering.

4. Clustering
Shopping
attribute
Shopping
Meeting
attribute

Work
attribute

Shopping
attribute

An attribute set of one user

Figure 3: Attribute set on contexts.

KaM CRK is an idea about context and users. In our
approach we build relationships between them which are
described by an algorithm of “Prepare Set.” It compares
attributes of user’s context with elements of JANs’ attribute
sets. If we find one element of JANs’ is similar to the user’s
context attribute, we will pick up the corresponding JAN and
put it into the Prepare Set. The Prepare Sets are treated as the
nodes of clustering in Algorithm 1.
In the next words we will use an example to explain
the Prepare Set such as Figure 5. UserA has three contexts

In this section, we introduce a cluster method KAM CLU
to cluster the Prepare Set in Section 3 based on behaviors
and contexts. In context human beings often use JANs whose
attributes are very similar to the context attribute. In the
perspective of some users’ behaviors sometimes they need
not only the related JANs but also the irrelevant JANs. Let us
take this, for instance, that a Ph.D. candidate named David
whose major is computer. When it comes to preparing a
presentation, we would normally consider that it is related to
his major that computer science. But in fact, we should take
the consideration of his behavior is that he may require the
domain of physics knowledge more often. So in this algorithm
we should both consider the similarity of attitude and the
users’ behaviors. And in KAM CLU we introduce the factor
BehaviorF into this algorithm.
Algorithm 2 finds the JANs with similar attributes will
be clustered together. The following is the equation of
KAM CLU:

KAM 𝐹 = Behavior𝐹

JAN𝑥weight × JAN𝑦weight
2
JANsDistance𝑥𝑦

.

(1)
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Figure 4: Attributes of JAN.
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Context2
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JAN𝑦

Context3

JAN𝑧

JAN𝑥

JAN𝑦
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Figure 5: Prepare Set.

It can be easily seen that the formulation in KAM CLU is
very similar to the Universal Gravitation Equation, except for
that which have the different the coefficients and definitions.

In our former work [15] we have proved the strategy
convergence. So in this paper we will not make an adequate
account.

4.1. KAM CLU Strategy. In KAM CLU there are two strategies: the gravitational strategy and the mutually exclusive
strategy.
Figure 6 is an example of the mutually exclusive strategy.
When the destination node “Medical Paper” has not the similar attribute node of the source node, the mutually exclusive
strategy is triggered. The internal force and the external force
are in opposite directions. The “Medical Paper” is far from the
computer paper cluster.
Figure 7 is an example of gravitational strategy. When
the destination node computer paper 6 is the closed node of
the source node computer paper, the gravitational strategy is
triggered. The computer paper 6 becomes a node of computer
paper cluster.

4.2. BehaviorF in KAM CLU. As it is known, a kind of
universal gravitation is a law which is the existing objective
with the character of moving and material. Based on this
point, the gravity coefficient will be changeable as the passage
of time and space transformation. Normally, when it comes to
the calculation of the coefficient, the universal gravitation 𝐺
can be concerned as a constant for further calculating.
Specifically when it comes to KAM CLU, we consider the
coefficient BehaviorF to be dynamic instead of being static,
which will be acquired by calculating users’ behaviors. We
are also inspired by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [3, 4],
which analyzes relationships between a set of documents and
the terms. But driven by that, we build the relationships of
JANs from our analysis of the users’ actions.
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Figure 6: Mutually exclusive strategy.
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Figure 7: Gravitational strategy.

At the beginning, we build a training machine and divide
the training time into pieces. Every piece is called Time Range
(TR).

Definition 5 (times matrix). Given a 𝑖 × 𝑎 matrix TSmatrix in
which there are the times about separate selections of JAN𝑎,
1 < 𝑎 < 𝑁JANs . Consider

Definition 3 (TR). Given a set of TRSET = {TR1 , TR2 . . . TR𝑛 }
which is a piece time set, TR1 = TR2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = TR𝑛 , and
ALLTIME = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 TR𝑖 . From recording the users’ selections of
any two JANs appearing together in TR𝑖 that will be put
times of selections in a Times together set. We also insert the
selections’ frequencies in TSmatrix .

TSmatrix

Definition 4 (Times together set). Hypothetically, the
TSTSET number of JANs is 𝑁JANs , and given a set in which
there are the times of any two JANs selection together,

We use the least square method to curve fitly the set
TSTset and get an equation 𝑃𝑙 (𝑥) = ∑𝑙𝑘=0 𝑎𝑘 𝑥𝑘 . Then we can
calculate the entropy of 𝑝𝑙 (𝑥):

2
,
TSTSET = {JAN𝑥−𝑦 TR1 , . . . , JAN𝑥−𝑦 TR𝑖 | 1 < 𝑖 < 𝐶𝑁
JANs

𝑥 ≠ 𝑦, 1 < 𝑥 < 𝑁JANs , 1 < 𝑦 < 𝑁JANs } .

JAN1TR1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
[JAN1TR ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
2
[
=[
..
[
.
[ JAN1TR𝑖 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

𝐻 (𝑃𝑙 (𝑥)) = 𝐸 (𝑃𝑙 (𝑥)) ,
𝑘

(2)

JAN𝑎TR1
JAN𝑎TR2 ]
]
],
..
]
.
JAN𝑎TR𝑖 ]

𝐻 (𝑃𝑙 (𝑥)) = ∑ 𝑝 (𝑥𝐼 ) 𝐼𝑙 (𝑥𝐼 ) ,
𝐼=1

(1 < 𝑎 < 𝑁JANs ) .
(3)
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𝑘

𝐻 (𝑃𝑙 (𝑥)) = − ∑ 𝑝 (𝑥𝐼 ) log (𝑝 (𝑥𝐼 )) ,
𝐼=1

Behavior𝐹 =

(∑𝑖𝑚=1

− ∑𝑘𝐼=1 𝑝 (𝑥𝐼 ) log 𝑝 (𝑥𝐼 )
((JAN𝑥TR𝑚 ) + JAN𝑦TR𝑚 )) ÷ 𝑖

Math

.

Computer

(4)

𝑦

Bioinformatics

In this paper BehaviorF is not a static number. It is fluctuating with TSTSET . With the number of elements in TSTSET
increasing, the samples of training data are more sufficient.
Then the coefficient BehaviorF is more accurate.

Medical science

𝑥

4.3. 𝐽𝐴𝑁𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 Based on Feedback. In this section our
approach is that by analyzing the users’ feedback we will
evaluate the scores based on different JANs attributes. We
treat the scores as the JANweight . In Definition 2 we have
defined attributes of different JANs. JAN𝑏𝑠 = JANweight is the
JANs’ attributes basic score. So in this section the number of
subsets in JAN𝑏𝑠 is the same as the number of JANs’ attributes.
Definition 6 (JANs score). Given a set named JAN𝑏𝑠 whose
subsets’ number is the same as the number of JANs (𝑁JANs ),
the number of elements in subsets is determined by number
of attributes of JANs:
JAN𝑏𝑠 = { {𝑦[𝑘, 1]score , 𝑦[𝑘, 2]score , . . . ,
𝑦[𝑘, 𝑛]score } | (1 < 𝐾 < 𝑁JANs )} .

Figure 8: One JAN’s attributes coordinates.

Definition 7 (JANs’ attributes coordinates). Given a JANs’
attributes coordinates set which is named JANcoordinate , the
number of subsets is the same as the set JAN𝑏𝑠 :
JANcoordinate
= {{𝐽𝑐 [𝑗, 1] , 𝐽𝑐 [𝑗, 2] , . . . , 𝐽𝑐 [𝑗, 𝑛]} | (1 < 𝑗 < 𝑁JANs )} ,
JANsDistance

(5)

𝑛 is determined by the attributes of different JANs. In
this paper we use the short-term learning of the relevance
feedback algorithms to analyze and record the scores in
JAN𝑏𝑠 . The details of this algorithm are in [17].
4.4. JANs Distance Constrained by Attributes Transferred.
In this section we introduce an idea of JANs Distance.
JANs Distance is a logical distance, a semantic distance, and
a context distance rather than physical distance. For example,
a JAN of computer paper has different attributes. When a
user is in different contexts, he will use the different attributes
of JANs. Figure 4 is an example about attributes of a JAN.
But these JAN’s attributes are all different among each other.
So we should assign the different coordinates to different
attributes such as Figure 8. Math has the closer relationship
with computer. So they are very close to each other. If the two
attributes had no closer relationship, the distance would be
bigger.
If the user’s major is about computers, he will use the
JAN’s attribute about computers. We supply the user this
JAN’s computer attribute coordinate.
In this paper the semantic or JANs’ attributes coordinates
assignment is not the main discussion. In today’s academic
circles there are still some mature algorithms which can
resolve this problem such as Edge Counting Measures,
Information Content Measures, Feature-Based Measures,
and Hybrid Measures. So, we do not need to exemplify the
coordinates of semantic.



= 𝐽𝑐 [𝑊𝑥1 , 𝑊𝑦1 ] , 𝐽𝑐 [𝑊𝑥2 , 𝑊𝑦2 ]
× (1 < 𝑊𝑥1 , 𝑊𝑦1 < 𝑛, 1 < 𝑊𝑥2 , 𝑊𝑦2 < 𝑁JANs ) .
(6)

5. Centre_Rank Strategy
As we all know that the most widely used ranking methods
in modern academic community are all based on authority
Ranking. But in this section we introduce a different ranking
strategy. This strategy is based on users’ behavior. First we
use the training machine to record the behaviors of users’
selecting JANs’. Then we use the law of entropy to calculate
the users’ behavior JAN’s coordinate. Thus we can get a
coordinate of the user’s most favorite attribute. We will
treat the JAN𝑏𝑠 as the origin of a circle. And the distance
between coordinate of the user’s most favorite attribute and
the JANs score is the radius. These results leave us with a
circle in which there are some JANs’ attributes. We should
find which cluster’s elements are the most and treat this
cluster as the 1st. And we increase the radius return to the
above procedures and find the second. Iteratively we do this
loop until we scan all the clusters.
Figure 9 is an example of Centre rank. In this picture
circle1 is a circle whose radius is based on the user’s behaviors.
We can see that cluster1, cluster2, and cluster3 are all in circle1.
Although cluster1 and cluster2 are closer to the original
JAN𝑏𝑠 , the JANs of cluster 3 in this circle are more than
other clusters. So the sequence is cluster3, cluster2, and
cluster1. And then we increase the radius and get the circle2.
From the strategy we can get the rank is cluster4, cluster5.
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Cluster5
Cluster6
𝑦

Cluster2
Cluster3
Cluster4

Base score
Cluster1
Cluster7
Circle2

Circle1
𝑥

Figure 10: KaM CRK Group1.
Figure 9: Centre rank.

The total rank is cluster3, cluster2, cluster1, cluster4, cluster5,
cluster7, and cluster6.

6. Experiments
In this section, we will show the effectiveness and the
satisfaction of users. The effectiveness of synthetic results will
be discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. The satisfaction of users
will be discussed in Section 6.3 which will use the real data by
volunteers.
6.1. Synthetic Results. In this paper we will pick up two traditional algorithms for comparing accuracy with KaM CRK.
The two algorithms’ names are K means and DBSCAN. In
KaM CRK we do not need the parameters to configure the
algorithm. But in the other two traditional algorithms we
need to define the parameters.
In this experiment we first build 3 groups data.
Group 1:
Number of samples = [20, 20, 20].
Number of K means clusters = 7.
Scan radius of DBSCAN = 0.3.
Minimum contains points of DBSCAN = 2.
Group 2:
Number of samples = [50, 50, 50].
Number of K means clusters = 14.
Scan radius of DBSCAN = 0.3.
Minimum contains points of DBSCAN = 2.
Group3:
Number of samples = [150, 150, 150].
Number of K means clusters = 40.
Scan radius of DBSCAN = 0.3.
Minimum contains points of DBSCAN = 2.

Figure 11: K means Group1.

Experiments’ Environment. The algorithm is compiled using
MATLAB 7.9.0. Runtime environment is Windows 7 SP1 64
bit, Intel(R) i5 CPU, 8.00 GB RAM.
Figure 10 is the result of KaM CRK. It can easily be found
that in this picture there is no one-node cluster. Every cluster
at least has two elements. The circle marked node is very far
from the cluster, but it is still concluded in the cluster. The
reason is the node is controlled by the user’s behaviors. The
coefficient BehaviorF plays a leading role.
Figure 11 is the result of K means which uses Group1
samples. We can find that the distributions of clusters are
different from Figure 10, in which has two one-node clusters,
which are marked by small circles. There still are four disperse
nodes which are put in one cluster and marked with big circle.
Figure 12 shows a result of KaM CRK using Group2 data.
There is also no one-node cluster. The number of clusters is
thirteen.
We can find that there are still some one-node clusters
in Figure 13. With the number of samples increasing, the
number of one-node clusters is increasing.
Figure 14 presents that there is only one one-node cluster.
And the number of clusters is forty.
In Figure 15 we can find out seven one-node clusters.
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Figure 12: KaM CRK Group2.
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Figure 14: KaM CRK Group3.

Figure 15: K means Group3.
Figure 13: K means Group2.

6.2. Synthetic Results Discussion. From the last section we can
conclude that KaM CRK can cluster the JANs very well. In
this section we will use the KaM CRK results to compare with
the other traditional algorithms.
In Figure 16 we can see that the numbers of clusters about
KaM CRK and K means are the same, which is bigger than
DBSCAN. From our analysis we consider that KaM CRK
needs not to configure the parameters of number of clusters.
The number of clusters is built by synthetic data. But with
K means we must take the number of clusters to the algorithm. So from our view the KaM CRK is more reasonable
than others such as K means, DBSCAN and so on. And we
also suggest that DBSAN does not fit the accurate cluster. It
can be used for the density clusters. KaM CRK considers the
users’ contexts and behaviors in the algorithm. We consider
that KaM CRK’s results are accurate.
From Figure 17 we can get that using our approach
the number of one-node clusters is less than others such
as K means, DBSCAN and so on. When the number of
JANs is 20, the number of one-node clusters is 0. But the
number of one-node clusters using K means and DBSCAN
is separately 3 and 10. The number of one-node clusters is still
0, when the number of JANs is increasing to 50 in KaM CRK.

Even if the number of JANs is 150, the number of one-node
clusters is only 1. But after K means cluster 50 JANs, there are
still 3 one-node clusters existing, and DBSCAN’s one-node
cluster is rising to 24. With the number of JANs increasing to
150, K means’ number of one-node clusters is a small increase
which is 7. But the number of JANs is still 150, and the number
of one-node clusters is dropping to 3 using DBSCAN.
From the above results and our analysis, the effectiveness
of clustering using KaM CRK is better than others such as
K means, DBSCAN, etc. Few one-node clusters mean that
the users can save time to collect proper JANs from all the
knowledge. Maybe some scholars consider that when the
number of clusters is bigger, the effectiveness is worse. But
we regard that our approach is based on users’ behaviors
and contexts; though the number of cluster is a little bigger,
the clustering of our method is more accurate. The accurate
clusters can save the users’ time. For a large number JANs,
using the DBSCAN algorithm is also a good idea, because
with the JANs size increasing, the number of one-node
clusters has an apparent drop. The reason is DBSCAN treats
the one-node clusters as noise. So when the nodes are
intensive, the number of one-node clusters decreased. But
DBSCAN and K means have no relationship about users’
behaviors and contexts.
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Figure 16: Number of clusters.

Figure 18: Gavin’s and Nad’s satisfaction.
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Figure 17: Number of one-node clusters.

6.3. Real Results and Discussion. Two volunteers from West
Virginia University whose names are Gavin and Nad and
whose majors are computer and sport, separately cooperate
with our experiment. Gavin supplied us with 200 JANs such
as super links, papers, PPTs, and photos, which are all about
computers. Nad supplied us with 170 JANs, which are about
sport. We use these real data on KaM. We supply the real
clustered and ranked results to Gavin and Nad. They gave the
evaluations back to us.
Figure 18 is the satisfaction of Gavin and Nad. We can
easily find that KaM CRK’s result is better than K means +
PageRank and DBSCAN + pageRank. The satisfaction has a
5% increase. From Figure 19 we can see that the cost time
of KaM CRK is still less than other algorithms about 30%
decrease. But we discover that Nad’s cost time is apparently
more than Nad’s. After our analysis, the reason is about their
majors. Gavin’s major is computer which we are familiar
with. In the assignment of context attributes and the JANs
attributes we can make them accurately. But we are not

0

KaM CRK

K means + PageRank DBSCAN + PageRank

Gavin
Nad

Figure 19: Gavin’s and Nad’s cost time.

familiar with Nad’s major (sport), so some problems happen
on assignment of attributes about JANs and contexts. In the
postresearch we will pay more attention on this aspect.

7. Summary
In this paper we introduce users’ behaviors and contexts
into the clustering and ranking. A KaM CRK model is
built in which there are one algorithm and a strategy. The
algorithm’s name is KaM CLU which can cluster the JANs
accurately based on JANs attributes and contexts attributes.
The strategy’s name is Centre rank which can rank the clusters reasonably. We validate our approach on computer JANs
and sport JANs. The effect is better than traditional methods.
Our future work is building more contexts attributes and
JANs attributes for KaM.
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